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                                                             Question Bank 

 (A) Related to the Syllabus: (12) 

1. Loosely compare the sounds in English language with Marathi. 

2. Write about the use of English words in Marathi speaking in daily situations. 

(B) Long Answer Type: (06) 

1. Write about the definition of language. 

2. Give the levels of linguistic analysis. 

3. Explain Verbal Communication. 

4. Explain Non-Verbal Communication. 

5. Draw a diagram explaining the Organs of Speech. 

6. Write about the Speech Mechanism. 

7. Draw the Consonant Chart. 

8. Draw the Pure-Vowel diagram. 

9. Explain the Diphthongs in English. 

10. Write about the Consonant Clusters in English. 

11. Explain the Tenses in English with their structures and examples. 

12. Give five Prepositions in English with suitable examples. 

13. Write about the Conjunctions in English with suitable examples. 

14. Comment on Countable-Nouns and Uncountable-Nouns with suitable examples. 

15. Explain the different Manner of articulation in consonants. 

16. Write about the Place of articulation of consonants. 

(C) Short Answer Type: (04) 

1. Write about Phonetic and Phonological level of linguistic analysis. 

2. Explain the Morphological level of linguistic analysis.   

3. Comment on the Syntactical level of linguistic analysis. 

4. Write the Semantic level of linguistic analysis. 

5. Explain the Pragmatic level of linguistic analysis. 



6. Comment on the use of Body-language in communication. 

7. Explain the difference between the Written language and Spoken language. 

8. Draw a diagram and label the parts of Tongue. 

9. Explain Plosives with examples. 

10. Write about Affricates with examples. 

11. Write about Fricatives with examples. 

12. Explain the Nasals with examples. 

13. Write about Lateral with example. 

14. Explain the Semi-Vowels. 

15. Comment on ‘Bilabial’ with suitable examples. 

16. Write on ‘Labio-dental’ with suitable examples. 

17. Explain ‘Dental’ with examples. 

18. Explain ‘Alveolar’ with suitable examples. 

19. Comment on ‘Post-alveolar’ with example. 

20. Write on ‘Palato-alveolar’ with suitable examples. 

21. Write on ‘Palatal’ with examples. 

22. Comment on ‘Velar’ with suitable examples. 

23. Explain ‘Glottal’ with example. 

24. Draw a chart explaining the Front-Vowels. 

25. Draw a chart explaining the Central-Vowels. 

26. Draw a chart explaining the Back-Vowels. 

27. Write about the Articles in English with examples. 

28. Write about the Present Tense with structures and examples. 

29.  Write about the Past Tense with structures and examples. 

30. Write about the Future Tense with structures and examples. 

(D) Short Notes: (02) 

1. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for /p/. 

2. Write the Place and Manner for /b/. 

3. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for /t/. 

4. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for the consonant /d/. 



5. Write the Place and Manner of articulation for /k/. 

6. Write the Place and Manner of articulation for the consonant /g/. 

7. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for /f/. 

8. Give the Place and Manner for /v/. 

9. Write the Place and Manner of articulation for the consonant /s/. 

10. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for /z/. 

11. Write the Place and Manner of articulation for /h/. 

12. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for the consonant /m/. 

13. Write the Place and Manner for /n/. 

14. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for the consonant /l/. 

15. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for the consonant /w/. 

16. Write the Place and Manner of articulation for /r/. 

17. Give the Place and Manner of articulation for the consonant /j/. 

(E) Answer in One Sentence: (01) 

1. Dinesh goes to college on a bike. (Convert to present continuous) 

2. Rahul and Gini are eating lunch. (Convert to present perfect) 

3. Bansal and Harrison wrote a book. (Convert to future simple) 

4. I have gone to the mall many times. (Convert to past simple) 

5. I did my homework. (Convert to passive voice) 

6. I do my homework. (Convert to passive voice) 

7. The birds flew ____ their heads. (Use suitable preposition) 

8. The apple fell ____ Newton’s head. (Use suitable preposition) 

9. The ice cream shop is _____ my flat. (Use suitable preposition) 

10. Jacob is sitting _____Esau and Isaac. (Use suitable conjunction) 

11. Seema was standing _____ the lake. (Use suitable conjunction) 

12. Bread____ butter is a good combination. (Use suitable conjunction) 

13. Once upon a time, there was ____ deer which was beautiful. (Use suitable article) 

14. I bought a note book but I lost ____ note book on my way. (Use suitable article) 

15. A European and ____ Eskimo are talking. (Use suitable article) 

16. Maggie goes to ____ school for her education. (Use suitable article) 



17. ‘Blood’ is countable noun. (True/False) 

18. ‘Oxygen’ is uncountable noun. (True/False)  

19. ‘Sandwich’ is countable noun. (True/False) 

20. ‘Radio’ is uncountable noun. (True/False) 

21. ‘Music’ is countable noun. (True/False) 

22. Add one more word to this lexical set – happily, greedily, merrily, ______. 

23. Add one more word to this lexical set – eat, drink, play, ______. 

24. Add one more word to this lexical set – beautiful, awesome, bad, _____. 

25. Add one more word to this lexical set – they, we, he, _____. 

26. Give the synonym for the word ‘lazy’. 

27. Give the synonym for the word ‘important’. 

28. Give the synonym for the word ‘rich’. 

29. Give the synonym for the word ‘strong’. 

30. Give the synonym for the word ‘true’. 

31. Give the antonym for the word ‘achieve’. 

32. Give the antonym for the word ‘divide’. 

33. Give the antonym for the word ‘knowledge’. 

34. Give the antonym for the word ‘sunny’. 

35. Give the antonym for the word ‘private’. 


